You will use your time for TOK over the next couple of weeks to explore the TOK Areas of Knowledge we covered in our presentations in class and some of the ways of knowing. We will pick up with our presentation on Religious knowledge when we return to school.

Join our Google Classroom if you have not done so—class code h3meny5

- You will upload the assignments below that say (upload) to Google Classroom

**Assignment #1** -- Choose two Ways of Knowing below and read the chapter, taking notes on the details and limitations of the way of knowing in your TOK notebook to use for assessment when you return.

- Reason- Part 2, chapter 7 p.109
- Imagination - Part 2 Ch. 11 p. 184
- Language - Part 2 Ch. 8 p. 130
- Faith – Part 2 Ch. 10, p. 174
- Emotion - Part 2 Ch. 9 p.154
- Intuition - Part 2 Ch. 12 p. 193

**Assignment #2** --
Read Part 3 Chapter 15 on The Arts as an Area of Knowledge p. 227

- Take notes on the key concepts of the area of knowledge
- Answer Questions under Methods: knowledge questions p. 235
  - upload- quiz grade
- Take notes on the four critical perspectives p. 243
  - Write a reflection on which perspective you believe to be the most valuable or valid and why. Be sure to use some specific examples and RLS to prove your point.
    - (500 words)--**Upload** - essay grade

**Assignment #3**
Read Part 3, Ch. 17 on History as an Area of Knowledge p 274

- Take notes on the following to prepare for assessment on return
  - How does each way of knowing contribute to the acquisition, justification, and evaluation of History?
  - Describe various perspectives of history

- Answer the questions in the discussion activity on p. 290
  - **Upload** - class assignment grade